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Abstract. We present the rst moderate resolution (' 40{120 km s
 1
) spectro-
scopic observations of the bright (V  16.7) high-redshift QSOs Q1107+487 (z
em
= 2.965) and Q1442+295 (z
em
= 2.669) (Sanduleak & Pesch 1989). The relatively
high signal to noise reached in the spectra along with an extensive wavelength cov-
erage of the Ly and the Ly forest allowed us to obtain, through prole tting,
column densities and Doppler parameters of the Lyman clouds towards these QSOs.
The spectral coverage of regions longward of the Ly emission line of the QSOs
at the expected wavelengths of CIV 1548,1550 at the redshifts of the Ly forest
allowed us to identify some heavy element absorption systems (hereafter HEASs)
towards these QSOs. We have found no Lyman absorption system or HEAS towards
these QSOs for which our data allow a deuterium measurement or to provide an
interesting upper limit for the D/H ratio. The reason for this is that the Lyman
lines with high column density detected towards these QSOs belong to absorption
systems showing velocity structure.
1 Observations and data analysis
The spectra were obtained on ve nights of 1991 January and March using
the IPCS detector on the Intermediate Resolution Spectrograph at the 2.5 m
INT at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos (La Palma, Spain). For
a detailed description of the data reduction, continuum tting, generation
of the line lists and techniques of prole-tting of the absorption lines, the
reader is refered to Carballo et al. (1995).
2 Lyman forest absorption systems
Only the Lyman forest systems with Ly absorption longward of the QSO
Ly emission were analised. When data at the corresponding Ly with rea-
sonable S=N and spectral resolution were available and the lines were su-
cienly unblended there, the Ly and Ly lines were tted simultaneously, in
order to better constrain the N
HI
, b and z parameters.
We have obtained the prole parameters of 96 Lyman forest lines towards
Q1107+487 and 18 Lyman forest lines towards Q1442+295, within the red-
shift range 2.36  z  2.96. The line sample towards Q1107+487 is large
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enough to obtain statistically signicant information on the b and N
HI
pa-
rameters of these clouds. The following results were obtained for the Ly
forest towards this QSO.
 At the relatively high S=N of our spectra no correlation between b and N
HI
is apparent from the data (see Figure 1).
 The column density distribution of the Lyman clouds shows a attening in
the range 10
13:6
cm
 2
 N
HI
 10
14:1
cm
 2
, above the estimated complet-
ness limit of the sample (10
13:5
cm
 2
), which we believe to be a real eect.
 The mean Doppler parameter of the Lyman lines is hbi = 312 kms
 1
with
a dispersion (b) = 16 2 kms
 1
.
Fig. 1. Doppler parameter b versus log N
HI
for the Lyman forest lines towards
Q1107+487.
3 Heavy element absorption systems
A rather strong HEAS was found towards each QSO through the detection
of the CIV doublet longward of the QSO Ly emission line. The redshifts
of the systems towards Q1107+487 and Q1442+295 are z = 2:760 and z =
2:439 respectively. Both systems show complex velocity structure, spanning
total velocity intervals of ' 270 kms
 1
, with a mean value of the velocity
splittings between the dierent components of hvi = 161 23 kms
 1
. The
system towards Q1442+295 has detected OI 1302 and CII 1334 absorption
lines - apart from the CIV doublet - longward of the QSO Ly emission
line. Comparison of the OI, CII and CIV proles for this system reveals a
systematic change of the ionization state with velocity.
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